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Abstract—Plano-convex quartz crystal resonators can exhibit
quality-factors close to a billion at 𝟒𝑲. They are also suitable to
operate as optical cavities. As a consequence they are good
candidates for optomechanic experiments including quartz-based
cryogenic clocks. The paper is focused on the latter application and
demonstrates its feasability.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Devices under consideration in this paper are mainly bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) resonators made in quartz crystal SC-cuts,
and designed to operate typically at room temperature (RT), at 5
or 10 MHz on their low-speed (quasi-pure) thickness shear
mode, the C-mode. Resonators under test are put inside a pulsetube cryorefrigerator.
II.

QUARTZ RESONATOR BEHAVIOR AT 4 K

At helium temperature very low mechanical losses 𝜙 can be
achieved [1], i.e. very high quality-factors 𝑄 1⁄𝜙. Ultimate
intrinsic losses in the range [3 K-15 K] and at frequencies greater
than a few MHz in our case are those originating from the
interaction of the acoustic wave and phonons according to the
Landau-Rumer theory [2]. The latter predict a Q-factor that does
not depend on frequency anymore. Q-factors are usually greater
than a few millions close to 4 K and can go beyond a billion on
the extensional mode, the A-mode, for high-quality quartz
resonators [3].
Moreover, it has been observed from a set of experimental
results that the trend of quartz noise, described by its power
spectral density of fractional frequency fluctuations 𝑆 𝑓
1𝐻𝑧 , at the offset frequency 1 Hz, against the unloaded qualityfactor 𝑄 can be written as 𝑆 𝑓 1𝐻𝑧
1⁄𝑄 with 𝑛 close
to 4 [4], [5]. This suggests that flicker noise decreases as Qfactor increases, as expected.
Consequently, high-Q quartz resonators seem like good
potential candidates as the heart of ultra-stable cryogenic clocks.
Nevertheless a couple of issues regarding the sensitivity of
BAW resonators to their environment should be fixed before
implementing them inside a cryogenic clock. Indeed, it has been
shown that at least temperature first and then vibrations should
be minimized [6].
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Vibrations of a cryogenerator can be processed to reduce
displacements with the machine pulsing period to less than 1𝜇𝑚
at the second stage level, where the resonator sits.
Regarding temperature, even if the temperature coefficients
are lower at low temperature than at RT, the fractional frequency
sensitivity remains typically close to 10 ⁄𝐾 because of the
non-compensated behavior of the tested modes and cuts, mainly
the SC-cut, at cryogenic temperature. The use of a compensated
cut is mandatory for implementing an ultra-stable frequency
source, i.e. a cut whose frequency-temperature curve has a
turning point inside the range [3 𝐾-15 𝐾]. To identify such a cut
a campaign has been carried out to measure the temperature
sensitivity of the elastic coefficients of quartz within the
operating temperature range [7]. In a second step, those results
have been used to calculate the temperature coefficients of a
selected resonance frequency with respect to cut angles. This
calculation has successfully lead to a compensated cut whose
frequency-temperature curve is more flat around its turning point
than the C-mode of the SC-cut at RT [8].
Thus, all the ingredients would be gathered to consider the
design of a cryogenic quartz-based source.

III.

QUARTZ RESONATOR OPERATING AS AN
OPTICAL CAVITY

Quartz is a low mechanical loss material but not the only one:
sapphire, diamond, silicon, calcium fluorite... might also be
considered [9]. Some of them are non-piezoelectric and an
optical excitation could be particularly relevant in that case,
which stands true for every material. A light beam incident to a
quartz resonator surface can induce an acoustic response by
means of various basic processes, or a mix of them, such as
Brillouin diffusion, thermal diffusion, radiation pressure, etc.
The possible mechanical displacement from the radiation
pressure of some incident laser beam results in an extremely
weak effect with usual laser power. Nevertheless, one way to
magnify efficiently the radiation pressure consists in using the
acoustic cavity also as an optical cavity. Indeed, while the
acoustic cavity becomes an optical Fabry-Perot, i.e. when proper
conditions between the optical length and the cavity thickness
are met, multiple round-trips can be described as light trapping
between both reflecting surfaces. Accordingly, the displacement

resulting from a modulated incident laser beam is much bigger
than before, as demonstrated in the following section.
Firstly, the tested devices are typically plano-convex
resonators whose thickness is 𝑡 0.5𝑚𝑚 or 1𝑚𝑚 and radius
of curvature in the order of 𝑅 300𝑚𝑚. Consequently, the
condition of stability [10] of the optical cavity, 1 𝑔 0 with
𝑔 1 𝑡⁄𝑅, is close to the boundary of the instability domain
but validated anyway.
Secondly, the ability of the optical intracavity field to actuate
the mechanical displacement should be checked. The mean
intracavity photon flux is 𝐼
𝐹𝐼
where 𝐼
is the mean
incident laser flux and 𝐹 the cavity finesse, i.e. the amplifying
factor. The latter depends on the optical properties of both
reflecting surfaces: the usual gold electrodes can be used simply
as basic reflectors with a reflectivity of about 96% at 1550𝑛𝑚.
Thus, the finesse 𝐹reaches 80. Reflectivities could be improved
by means of Bragg mirrors for example, and consequently the
finesse could be increased, but their impact on mechanical losses
should be considered. A trade-off would likely be the solution.
The effect of those data on the mechanical displacement is
assessed below.
IV.

OPTOMECHANICAL COUPLING

to the light intensity 𝐼,
When relating the laser power 𝑃
and assuming that both mirrors have the same transmission
factor and that optical losses are negligible, it can be shown that
the radiation-pressure force from the intracavity beam is:
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Moreover, the radiation-pressure force induces a mechanical
displacement along the axis 𝑦 normal to the resonator plane (see
Fig.1) given by 𝛿𝑦 𝜔
𝜒 𝜔 𝛿𝐹
𝜔 , where 𝑛 stands for
the overtone 𝑛00 of the extensional A-mode, and 𝜒 is the
mechanical susceptibility close to the resonance of overtone 𝑛at
𝜔 exhibiting a Q-factor 𝑄 . The resulting displacement is then:
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where 𝑚 is the effective mass. It turns out that the resulting
displacement sensitivity would be 1.310
𝑚⁄𝑚𝑊 for a
golded quartz resonator with 𝐹 80. This is compatible with
the noise floor which is assessed to 210
𝑚⁄√𝐻𝑧 for a 1𝑚𝑊
laser power at 1550𝑛𝑚 [11].

Fig. 1. Optomechanic sketch and typical device.

V.

CONCLUSION

A typical plano-convex quartz crystal resonator can be used
both as an optical and an acoustic cavity , theoretically. The
practical proof of concept is in progress.
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